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When it comes to IT solution providers, there are a lot of choices. But when it comes to

providers with innovative and differentiating end-to-end service offerings, there’s  really only one:

Zones – First Choice for IT. TM Zones is a Global Solution Provider of end-to-end IT solutions

with an unmatched supply chain. Positioned to be the IT partner you need, Zones, a Minority

Business Enterprise (MBE) in business for over 35 years, specializes in Digital Workplace,

Cloud & Data Center, Networking, Security, and Managed/Professional/Staffing services.

Operating in more than 120 countries, leveraging a robust portfolio, and utilizing the

highest certification levels from key partners, including Microsoft, Apple, Cisco, Lenovo,

Adobe, and more, Zones has mastered the science of building digital infrastructures that

change the way business does business ensuring whatever they need, they can Consider IT

Done. Follow Zones, LLC on Twitter @Zones, and LinkedIn and Facebook. Position Overview:

We are seeking a talented and experienced Backend Developer (.NET framework) with at

least 5 years of experience to join our team. The ideal candidate will be responsible for

developing, testing, and deploying web applications on Azure cloud platform using .NET

framework. You should have a strong understanding of .Net Framework and its core principles

and should be able to work independently and in a team environment. What you’ll do as the

Azure Backend Developer : The requirements listed below are representative of the

knowledge, skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to

enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. • Develop, test and

deploy web applications on Azure cloud platform using .NET framework . • Collaborate with

other team members and stakeholders to design and implement new features . • Develop
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reusable code and libraries for future use . • Identify and resolve performance and scalability

issues . • Participate in code reviews and maintain code quality standards . • Develop and

maintain Azure cloud infrastructure using Azure DevOps . • Implement continuous

integration and delivery pipelines using Azure DevOps . • Stay up-to-date with new

technologies and frameworks related to Azure and .NET . • Ensure delivered solutions meet/

perform to technical and functional/non-functional requirements . • Troubleshoot and resolve

software bugs, data, and system configuration issues . What you will bring to the team: •

Minimum 5 years of experience in .NET development. • Experience with Azure DevOps,

Azure Functions, Azure SQL, Azure Service Bus, LogicApps and Azure App Services. •

Experience with RESTful APIs, Git, and Agile methodologies. • Ability to write clean,

maintainable, and scalable code. • Excellent problem-solving and debugging skills. • Strong

communication and collaboration skills. • Strong foundation in object-oriented design (OOD),

design patterns, data structures, algorithm design, problem solving, and DevOps skills. •

Knowledge of build & deploy pipelines using CI/CD tools for application deployment preferred. •

Background and style that elicits respect in the organization through style of engagement,

technical. depth, customer service, and results. • Experience with containerization using Docker

and Kubernetes . • Knowledge of Azure Machine Learning and Cognitive Services . • Experience

with .NET Core . • Experience with Azure Cloud Infrastructure Services . Zones offers a

comprehensive Benefits package   At Zones, we are committed to fostering an inclusive

and diverse workplace. We provide comprehensive benefits to support our employees,

including health insurance coverage for parents, spouse, and children, life insurance,

pension fund scheme, EOBI, and on the house free quality food, gym, and much more. We

embrace equal employment opportunity, free from discrimination based on various

characteristics, and offer an exciting career immersed in an inventive, collaborative culture. 

If you are enthusiastic about working on the cutting edge of IT innovation, sales,

engineering, and operations, Zones is the perfect opportunity for you. All qualified applicants

will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual

orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran status or on the basis of disability .  

Shift Timings: 2:00 P.M to 11:00 P.M (Pk time) 
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